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Message from President 
 

I would like to extend my warm greetings to you and your family on the auspicious occasion of 

Durga Puja. It is my great pleasure and honor to serve our community as the President of the 

Bengali Association of Minnesota (BAM).  

BAM is a US non-profit organization dedicated to nurturing and promoting Bengali and Indian 

culture among Minnesota residents. BAM organizes many cultural, social, philanthropic and 

religious events throughout the year. BAM works with different organizations like the India 

Association of Minnesota (IAM), Hindu Society of Minnesota, Feed My Starving Children, the 

local churches and others to support community services and respond to any disaster relief 

effort. It provides a platform for the continuity in participation by the Bengali diaspora in the 

Twin Cities Area in their heritage and traditions and welcomes all who are interested in them. 

We hosted a successful Satsang and Saraswati Puja at the Hindu Temple (HSSM), Maple 

Grove. We extended our support to the YUWA (Uses Soccer to empower girls in India team 

sports). BAM had a record participation in Connect India this year. We successfully hosted the 

famous band ‗Chandrabindoo‘ from Kolkata with record attendance. 

I am excited to share that this year for the first time IAM presented an award for "Best Exhibit 

Booth" by a regional organization to the BAM in the IndiaFest 2014, which was attended by 

20,000 people at the State Capitol grounds. 

How could you make a difference? 

Many employers encourage their employees and retirees to volunteer for non-profit 

organizations and offer grant money if they put a certain number of volunteering hours for that 

organization. You could also direct your United Way contribution to BAM. This would help us to 

accomplish our charitable activities in different ways. Devote volunteering time as much you 

can and send a tax deductible donation. Regarding the tax deductibility please consult your tax 

advisor.  

If you would like to volunteer for BAM or have any suggestions then please email at 

mnbengali-owner@yahoogroups.com. Check our website at http://mnbangali.org for all 

up-to-date information. 

I truly appreciate the time and energy of all of the volunteers have dedicated throughout the 

year to ensure the success of our events. My sincere thanks to all of you for your continued 

selfless support to BAM.  

See you all at our next event Lakshmi Puja on Oct 11, 2014 at Hindu Temple, Maple Grove. 

Sincerely, 

Ashoke Mandal 
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®ch£ c§a pwh¡c 

Devi's Conversation with the Messenger 

 ®ch¡ FQ¤x 

The gods said 

Compiled By Ashok Chattopadhyay 

English Translation by  
Swami Jagadiswarananda  

Sri Ramakrishna Math 
 

 

 

e®j¡ ®c°hÉ jq¡®c°hÉ ¢nh¡°u paaw ejx 

ejx fÊL«°ax icÊ¡°u ¢eua¡x fÊZa¡x Øj a¡jÚ zz 9 

Salutation to the Devi, to the Mahadevi. Salutations always to her  

Who is auspicious. Salutation to her who is the primordial cause 

And the sustaining power. With attention, we have made obeisance to her. 

®l±cÊ¡°u e®j¡ ¢eaÉ¡°u ®N±°kÑ d¡°œÉ e®j¡ ejx z 

®SÉ¡vØe¡°u ®Q¾c¤l©¢f°ZÉ p¤M¡°u paaw ejx zz 10 

Salutations to her who is terrible, to her who is eternal.  

Salutations to Gauri , the supporter of the universe.  

Salutation always to her who is of the form of the moon  

And moon- light and happiness itself.  

LmÉ¡°Z fÊZa¡ h«°ÜÉ ¢p°ÜÉ L§®j¡ Ñ e®j¡ ejx z 

°eGÑ°aÉ i§i«a¡w m°rÀ nÑh¡°ZÉ ®a e®j¡ ejx zz11 

We bow to her who is welfare, we make salutations to her 

Who is prosperity and success. Salutation to the consort of Siva  

Who is herself the good fortune as well as misfortunes of kings. 

c¤NÑ¡°u c¤N¡Ñf¡l¡°u p¡l¡°u pÑhL¡¢l°ZÉ z 

MÉ¡°aÉ a°bh L«o·¡°u d§jÊ¡°u paaw ejx zz 12 

Salutation to Durga who takes one across in difficulties, who is essence, 

Who is the author of everything; who is knowledge of discrimination; 

And who is blue-black as also smoke-like in complexion. 
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A¢a®p±jÉ-A¢a®l±cÊ¡°u ea¡x-Øa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx z 

e®j¡ SNvfÊ¢aù¡°u ®c°hÉ L«°aÉ e®j¡ ejx zz 13 

We prostrate before her who is at once most gentle and most terrible; 

We salute her again and again. Salutation to her who is the support 

Of the world. Salutation to the Devi who is the form of volition. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ ¢ho·¤j¡®u¢a nhÚ¢ca¡ z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz16 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who in all beings 

Is called Visnumaya. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ ®Qae¡-C¢a-A¢id£u®a z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz 19 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

As consciousness. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ h¤¢Ül©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz22 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

As intelligence. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ ¢ecÊ¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejxzz 25 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of sleep 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ r¤d¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejxzz 28 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of hunger 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ R¡u¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz 31 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 
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In the form of reflection. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ n¢š²l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz 34 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of power. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ a«o·¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz 37 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of thirst 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ r¡¢¿al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejxzz40 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of forgiveness. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ S¡¢al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejxzz 43 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of genus. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ m‹¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejxzz 46 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of modesty 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ n¡¢¿al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz49 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of peace. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ nÊÜ¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz52 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 
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In the form of faith. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ L¡¢¿al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz55 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of loveliness. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ mrÀ£l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz58 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of prosperity 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ h«¢šl©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz61 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of activity. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ Øj«¢al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz64 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of memory. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ cu¡l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz67 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of compassion. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ a¤¢øl©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz70 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of contentment. 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ j¡a«l©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz73 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 
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In the form of mother 

k¡ ®ch£ phÑi§®ao¤ ï¡¢¿al©®fZ pw¢Øba¡z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz76 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who abides in all beings 

In the form of error. 

C¢¾cÊu¡Z¡j¢dù¡œ£ i§a¡e¡’¡¢M®mo§ k¡ 

i§®ao§ paaw a°pÉ hÉ¡¢Ãa®c°hÉ e®j¡ ejx zz77 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who constantly presides 

Over the senses of all beings and governs all the elements. 

¢Q¢al©®fZ k¡ L«o·jacÚhÉ¡fÉ ¢Øba¡ SNv z 

ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ ejØa°pÉ e®j¡ ejx zz80 

Salutations again and again to the Devi who, pervading this 

Entire world, abides in the form of consciousness 

 Øša¡p¤°lx f§hÑji£øpwnÊu¡v 

 ab¡ p¤®l®¾cÊZ  ¢c®eo¤ ®p¢ha¡z 

 L®l¡a¤ p¡ ex öi®qa¤l£Õhl£  

 öi¡¢e iâ¡ZÉ¢iq¿a¤  Q¡fczz  81 

Invoked of yore by the devas for the sake of their desired object,  

By the lord of devas every day, may she, the Iswari, the source 

Of all good, accomplish for us all auspicious things and put an  

End to our calamities. 

 k¡ p¡¿fÊaw Q EÜa°caÉa¡¢f°ax- 

 AØj¡¢ix-Dn¡ Q p¤°lx ejpÉa z 

 k¡ Q Øj«a¡ avrZjÚ-Hh q¢¿a ex 

 phÑ-Bfcx i¢š²-¢hejÊ-j§¢aÑ¢ix zz 82  

And who is now again, reverenced by us, devas, 

 tormented by arrogant asuras and who, called to mind  

by us obeisant with devotion , destroys, this very moment all our calamities.  
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THE DOYEN OF INDIAN THEATRE 

A tribute to Shambhu Mitra 

 

By Smarajit Mitra 

The Second World War raged on. The Indian Army, the largest all-volunteer force in the world, 

was deployed by the British Government in the African, Middle Eastern and Asian battlefields. 

Vast Indian resources were siphoned off to finance the Allied forces and food prices in Bengal 

began to soar. Though rice crops in Bengal were not below normal in 1943 a complex set of 

miscalculations, greed and opportunistic decisions, led to mass starvation, famine and an 

economic collapse of the region. Estimates of well over two million people dying from hunger 

between 1943-44 and many more from the ensuing diseases are now well established. 

Thousands upon thousands of people poured into Kolkata from the rural areas in search of 

food and jobs and people saw first hand what desperation they faced.  

Those not directly facing death on the streets were vividly reminded of the calamity through a 

new play that came out, Nabanna. The play was crafted by Bijon Bhattacharya, one of the 

founders of Indian People‘s Theatre Association (IPTA) which had just been formed in 1942 by 

a left-leaning group of intellectual actors, directors and playwrights. The play was co-directed 

by a young twenty-eight year old actor who had just joined the Association. Shambhu Mitra 

had already received a certain degree of fame for his acting in his brief stint on the commercial 

Kolkata stage, but this was the first time theatre lovers were introduced to his imaginative and 

phenomenal skills as a director, breaking tradition with many conventional practices of the day. 

It was also the beginning of the recognition of his talent and passion in using the theatrical 

medium to reflect the human condition with a large palette. The sellout crowds at Srirangam 

Theatre alarmed the traditional theatre producers and they refused him further stage bookings. 
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IPTA took the play on the road and traveled around the country performing on makeshift 

stages in a sustained fund raising effort to help the needy. 

This was not going to be the last time that Mitra was thwarted by the establishment theatre. 

Traditional commercial theatre played on well-tested crowd-pleasing themes and Mitra‘s ability 

to rattle their cage with thought provoking themes shook them up in their well-ensconced 

positions. It was not till the latter half of the last century that significant sharing of ideas of 

modern theatre both within India and with the outside that started to create a truly unified 

character of Indian theatre and even that was subsequently folded into more universal 

dramaturgical forms; this began to blur what could be called an ―Indian‖ tradition. Few people 

have played a bigger role in the creation of this mold and then breaking it again than this 

celebrated Bengali dramatist, director and actor, Shambhu Mitra.  

Shambhu Mitra was born in Kolkata on the 22nd of August 1915, barely two months before one 

of America‘s foremost playwrights, Arthur Miller was born in Harlem. Sarat Kumar Mitra, his 

father, was in the services of the Geological Survey of India and together with his wife 

Satadalbasini Mitra, he raised a large family with seven children, with Shambhu being the sixth 

in line. Satadalbasini did not live very long after her last child was born and passed away when 

Shambhu was only twelve years old. Brought up by a strict father, his theatrical interests were 

discouraged and it was not until he left the Chakraberia Middle English School to go to 

Ballygunge Government High School that he was able to read plays in earnest and take part in 

dramatics. This interest blossomed in his college years at St. Xavier‘s College in Kolkata. 

However, Mitra ascribes his interest in the theatre not to any person or life changing event but 

to pure instincts he was born with. 

Mitra made his first public appearance on stage at the age of twenty-four in Rangmahal 

Theatre in north Kolkata and subsequently in Minerva, Natyaniketan and Srirangam theatres. It 

was during this period that he was able to watch first hand and be on the stage with some of 

Bengal‘s finest actors like Sisir Kumar Bhaduri, Ahindra Chowdhury, Manoranjan Bhattacharya 

and Naresh Mitra. Though these stalwarts steered Bengali theatre into alternate directions, the 

plays wallowed in local social issues and sentimentality. The IPTA had just formed and Mitra 

joined the group. He quickly took up the cause and rose to co-direct IPTA‘s groundbreaking 

production of Bijon Bhattacharya‘s play, Nabanna next year.  

Shambhu Mitra met the young actress Tripti Bhaduri in IPTA who made a remarkable impact 

on him with her performances in Bhattacharya‘s plays Agun and then Nabanna. They married 

in 1945 and their daughter, Shaoli Mitra earned her distinctive place in Bengali theatre in her 

own time. The stories of Nabanna and of Annadata by Krishan Chander were the bases of a 

landmark Indian film Dharti Ke Lal (1946) with screenplays by K.A. Abbas and Bijon 

Bhattacharya. Shambhu and Tripti acted in the film and the film had a lasting impression on 

the socialist intellectuals of a nascent nation. 
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However, this romance with socialist/communist ideas did not last long as IPTA appeared to 

him to be moving more in tune with political ideology and not pure artistic merit. They parted 

ways when Manoranjan Bhattacharya and Shambhu Mitra formed their own theatre group, 

Bohurupee (named by Manoranjan) in 1948; it heralded the dawn of ‗group theatre‘ in Bengal 

as a major force in shaping the cultural scene. Several members of IPTA, theatre stalwarts of 

Bengal, came to join the new group. The financially struggling group prepared three plays to 

bring to the stage for its first Festival of Plays in 1950-51: Tulsi Lahiri‘s Pathik and Chnera Taar 

(he played Rahimuddin) and Mr. Mitra‘s own production, Ulukhagra (playing Binod). Tulsi 

Lahiri wrote plays that cleverly conveyed larger social messages through interesting plots. 

Shambhu and Tripti were financially floundering in those early years of Bohurupee and could 

only make ends meet by acting in a series of Hindi and Bengali films through the 1950‘s. 

Additionally he directed and wrote the screenplay of Jagte Raho with Amit Maitro (1956 in 

Hindi with Raj Kapoor and Nargis playing the main roles) with a Bengali version titled Ek Din 

Ratre. Jagte Raho took the film industry by surprise as it captured the Crystal Globe at the 

Karlovy Vary Grand Prix in Czechoslovakia in 1957. He directed a Bengali film, Shubho Bibaha 

in 1959.  

The group spearheaded a drive to bring Tagore‘s plays to the commercial stage. Heretofore, 

Rabindranath‘s plays had been a real challenge for commercial success but Mitra skillfully 

produced them without deviating from the text to make them appealing to a contemporary 

audience. With a remarkable partnership with Tripti, Raktakarabi brought the group to national 

prominence and the play remains a benchmark till today. Bohurupee successfully brought 

Bisarjan, Raja and Chaar Adhyay (Shambhu playing Atin) to round off this venture. Other 

notable productions were Kanchanranga and Chand Baniker Paala which were written by 

Mitra, and Bidhayak Bhattacharya‘s Taahaar Naamti  Ranjanaa. Badal Sircar‘s Pagla Ghora 

and Baki Itihas and Vijoy Tenulkar‘s Chop, Adalat Chalchey are some of Bohurupee‘s other 

major plays. Mitra also wrote Bibhav, a satiric play without props and Ghurnee. 

Bohurupee and the Mitras are credited also with bringing to the Bengali stage adaptations of 

some of the great plays from the western world. He picked his plays sagaciously with universal 

interest and adapted them with mastery to put them in local context. These included Henrik 

Ibsen‘s Doll‟s House (Putul Khela in which he played the husband Tapan, Ibsen‘s Torvald) and 

An Enemy of the People (Daschakra where he was Dr. Purnendu Guha, Ibsen‘s Dr. 

Stockman). In the latter, the doctor‘s ethical dilemma was brought out with great authenticity 

and the final scene stood out as a teaching moment for deft management of a crowd scene on 

stage. Anton Chekov‘s Anniversary turned out as Sedin Bangalakshmi Bankey. Mitra‘s 

portrayal of the title role in Raja Oidipaus and Tripti‘s Jocasta (from Sophocles‘ Oedipus Rex ) 

still stand out as some of the greatest acting renditions in Indian theatre. 

Shambhu Mitra also sits in the Bengalis‘ heart as an endearing elocutionist. His emotional 

recitations are still listened to with great anticipation by many a Bengali on old audio cassettes!  

Mitra‘s work extended to numerous articles on the theatre in newspapers and magazines and 
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his book Abhinay Natak Mancha is a collection of his essays in the 1950‘s. Later in life he 

wrote Prasanga: Natya in 1970. Most of the plays he wrote in his lifetime have all seen 

publication. He founded the Bangla Natmancha Pratishtha Samity in 1968 with a vision of 

bringing the theatre talents of Bengal under one organization and worked as the Head of the 

Department of Drama at the Rabindra Bharati University.   

Shambhu Mitra received widespread recognition for his work both in India and abroad. The 

year 1976 saw both the Ramon Magsaysay Award and the Padmabhshan coming to him. He 

had already bagged the Sangeet Natak Academy Fellowship in 1966. The Madhya Pradesh 

Government bestowed the Kalidas Samman to him in 1982-83 and the Viswa Bharati 

University conferred the Desikottama on him in 1989. This great cultural figure of Bengal 

passed away on May 19,1997. 

The years 2014-15 mark the birth centenary celebration of this famous son of Bengal – a 

yearlong observance of the joy he brought to the Indian stage.  As of August 22, lectures, 

discussions and re-enactment of his plays have already started in Kolkata. Shambhu Mitra will 

always remain the thespian who looked at the human condition through his plays. In his own 

words, ―The afflictions of today's man and his tragic efforts to find his bearings with his social 

self are at the very center of the contemporary theater movement‖. 

 

Forgotten Bengali Heroes 

M N Roy - Global Revolutionary 

By Tapan Bhattacharya 

Manabendra Nath (M N) Roy, even 60 years after his death remains a controversial figure. To 

describe him, best, he was an anarchist in his youth, an International Communist leader and 

theoretician in his prime and an Indian Congress socialist leader in his matured years. In his 

last years, he became a Humanist, preaching freedom and democracy for all.  

As you will see, he travelled to all corners of the earth, to achieve or fail in many of his goals! 

This was not the life of a ―ghar kuno‖ Bengali, but that of a Global Revolutionary!  

MN Roy, was born Narendra Nath Bhattacharya in 1887, into a family of Hindu Brahmin priests 

in Changripota, a village in Bengal. His schooling took place in the village school. He spent his 

early college days at the National College (founded by Sri Aurobindo) in Calcutta and later at 

the Bengal Technical Institute (now Jadavpur University), where he studied Engineering and 

Chemistry.  From his early youth, he started reading the writings of Bankim Chandra 

Chattopadhyay and Swami Vivekananda, which inspired him to join the revolutionary   
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movement in Bengal. Naren - the name by which he was known then, became a member of 

the Anusilan Samiti, the leading anarchist group in Bengal. 

 

 

He was one of the early believers that to liberate India 

from the British we have to take up arms against them. 

Initially, he was part of Barin Ghosh‘s (brother of Sri 

Aurobindo and a leader of the famous Manicktala Bomb 

plot) group, but soon fell out with them and joined the 

Jugantar group, where he was influenced by Jatin 

Mukherjee‘s (later known as Bagha Jatin,  who in 1930, 

became famous for leading the raid on the British 

Government armory in Chittagong) leadership. In 1914, 

with the advent of World War I, this group through their 

contacts in Germany approached the German 

Government for firearms and money to overthrow British 

rule in India. A daring plan was hatched by which, rifles, 

small arms and ammunition would be landed from a 

German ship on the Bengal coast from Batavia (as 

Indonesia, a Dutch Colony, was known at that time),  

with Naren coordinating the delivery from Batavia. At the very end, the Germans got cold feet 

and backed out on the plan. 

Disappointed, but, not to give up so easily, Naren travelled to Japan from Batavia, hoping to 

win support from the Japanese for the Indian freedom struggle.  Japan was an ally of Britain 

during World War I, so, they were not willing to help. While in Japan, Naren met Sun Yat-Sen 

(the Father of modern China). Sun was not of any help to him, either! Finally, the British Secret 

Police, caught up with him for his anarchist activities in India.  He had to leave Japan on 24 

hours notice.  Fleeing to China, overland through Korea, he again contacted the German 

Government for help through Germany‘s Ambassador to China. The ambassador did not have 

the authority to arrange for arms shipment to India, but, arranged for a false passport for him to 

travel to the United States and try his luck there, with the German Embassy. 

Narendra Nath Bhattacharya arrived in San Francisco in June 1916. Soon, he moved to Palo 

Alto to be close to Dhan Gopal Mukherjee, a Bengali student, who had fled India earlier, for his 

anarchist activities. Dhan Gopal was then studying at Stanford University in Palo Alto. In order 

to shake-off the British Secret Police, Dhan Gopal suggested that Naren change his name to 

Manabendra Nath Roy. From then on, he became MN Roy. In Palo Alto, he met Evelyn Trent, 

a Stanford graduate. They fell in love and got married. Both of them travelled to New York to 

start a new life.  In New York, spending time at the New York Public Library, Roy started to 

develop his interest in Marxism. He also met with Lala Lajpat Rai (Indian Nationalist Leader,  
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known as the ―Lion of Punjab‖) who was in political exile from India. The Lala influenced Roy to 

consider Vivekananda‘s ideals of service to man and combining it with Marxism‘s service to the 

Proletariat model. Roy was much taken by this; he and Evelyn, who became his political 

collaborator, met with many of the American Socialist leaders and workers. But, his old bête-

noire, the British Secret Police were after him again! 

In July 1917, MN Roy with his wife fled to Mexico, where the Mexican President , Carranza 

and other liberal leaders appreciated his writings in socialist periodicals and helped  the Roys 

to establish the Communist Party of Mexico in December 1917 (This was the first Communist 

Party outside Russia). The Roys also helped Mikhail Borodin, an early Russian Bolshevik 

Leader, chosen by Lenin, to spread communism globally, who arrived penniless to Mexico. 

Borodin was very impressed by the Roy‘s efforts in establishing the communist movement in 

Mexico and reported this to Vladimir Lenin (founder of the Soviet Union) in Moscow. In 1920, 

Lenin invited MN Roy to the 2nd World Congress of the Communist International (Comintern). 

MN Roy was personally received by Lenin with great warmth before the meeting and urged to 

present his thesis on ―how to liberate Asian countries, namely, China, India, Indo-China (now 

Vietnam, Cambodia) from the yoke of colonial powers, like, Britain and France‖. Roy rose very 

rapidly in the communist leadership ranks, serving for 8 years as a member of the Presidium of 

the Comintern. He also served some time on the Political Secretariat, the Executive Committee 

and the World Congress. He became a top-tier Global Communist leader.  

Lenin was keen to prepare the East for communist revolutions, especially, India. At his behest, 

Roy, set up political and military training schools for young Asian Communists in Tashkent and 

in 1920, he formed the Communist Party of India, in Moscow. Now, he was ready again to free 

India from British Rule, through a communist revolution. Roy contacted the Jugantar group in 

India and discovered most Indian political leaders and workers in this period, were at the 

juncture of choosing between Radicalism (anarchism) or Mahatma Gandhi‘s Non-violence. 

Not, one to give up, Roy tried to inspire the Indian leaders by publishing several articles from 

Moscow. India was not yet ready for this new way to win freedom. 

Lenin, MN Roy‘s main benefactor in Russia, passed away in 1924. In 1927, he was sent by 

Joseph Stalin as part of a Comintern delegation to China to help to promote an agrarian 

revolution in China. This mission was a failure despite his best efforts. On returning to the 

Soviet Union, Roy found himself caught in the leadership struggle between Joseph Stalin and 

Leon Trotsky on who would be Lenin‘s successor! Stalin won, and Roy, along with many other 

leading luminaries of the Central Committee, were expelled from the Comintern.  MN Roy was 

a fugitive again, leaving Moscow for the last time, in 1929. 

MN Roy returned to India in 1930, for the first time after 15 years. Though, he had broken with 

the Comintern, he was still a full-fledged communist at heart.  In Bombay, he met with the 

leading young Indian Congress leaders, Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose. 

However, his political activities were brief. In July 1931, he was arrested for his past anarchist 
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activities on a warrant issued for his arrest in 1924. After a closed trial, he was sentenced to 12 

years of rigorous imprisonment and was initially interned in Bareilly prison. On appeal his 

sentence was commuted to 6 years, which he served in five different prisons in India. Dismal 

jail conditions took a severe toll on his health, permanently damaging his heart, kidneys and 

other organs. He was released from prison in November 1936 in broken health. 

He joined the Indian Congress Party the same year and attended the Faizpur session of the 

Congress, presided by Nehru. In his presidential address, in the presence of Roy, Nehru 

greeted him by saying: 

 

“ ….one who, though young, is an old and well-tried soldier in India‟s fight for freedom. 

Comrade MN Roy has just come after a long and most distressing period in prison, but though 

shaken up in body, he comes with a fresh mind and heart, eager to take part in that old 

struggle that knows no end till it ends in success.” 

In 1938, he married his second wife, Ellen Gottschalk, an intellectual and writer, who became 

his close collaborator. He and his first wife, Evelyn Trent Roy (also, known as Shanti Devi) had 

separated and divorced in 1925, in Europe. 

While in the Indian Congress party, Roy organized his followers as a group called the League 

of Radical Congressmen. This group believed that India could only become free through 

growth and development with a rationalist and materialistic outlook. This was quite contrary to 

Gandhi‘s model of ―ahimsa‖ and developing a self-reliant free India from the grass roots. By 

1940, with the beginning of the Second World War, Roy left the Congress Party to found the 

Radical Democratic Party. He was man who was disillusioned with both bourgeois democracy 

and communism. 

Roy now spoke and wrote prolifically. He published a thesis called, Principals of Radical 

Democracy published in 1946. In 1947, he published an addendum to the thesis, called, New 

Humanism- A Manifesto.  At this stage, he was convinced that political parties were not 

necessary in creating a vibrant and true democracy, so, he dissolved the Radical Democratic 

Party in 1947. He now called his core belief, The Radical Humanist Movement. 

MN Roy in his last years settled in Dehradun in the foothills of the Himalayas. Here along with 

his wife Ellen, he set up the Indian Renaissance Institute. He also completed his magnum 

opus, called, Reason, Romanticism and Revolution. He also became active in a group called 

the International Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU) based in Europe and America. He was 

invited to preside over its inaugural congress in Amsterdam. But, before he could travel, MN 

Roy, passed away on June 11, 1952 in Mussoorie, near Dehradun.  His was a life of many 

unfulfilled ideas and ambitions. 
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The Universal Message of the Bhagavad Gita 

Compiled by Nepal Howlader 

The following article has been compiled from quotes from Bhagavad Gita, and the books from 

Ramakrishna and Vivekananda. The compiler does not add any new concept than what is 

known in the literature. The compiler is seeking your forgiveness for any error. 

The Bhagavad Gita deals with human problems in a human way. That is why it has 

tremendous appeal. It has inspired human mind in India for thousands of years and in modern 

time it is inspiring millions of people of all races in all over the world. Thinkers and writers like 

Emerson, Walt Whitman and Thoreau in USA and Carlyle in England experienced this 

broadening and deepening of their outlook after studying the Gita, and their writings also 

began to convey a new message. Sir Warren Hastings, the first Governor General of British 

India said about Gita, ―The writers of the Indian philosophies will survive when the British 

Dominion of India shall long have ceased to exist, and when the sources which it yielded of 

wealth and power are lost to remembrance‖. 

A human being is human because he has the organic capacity to seek knowledge; no animal 

can seek knowledge. Animals have only instinctual apparatus within, and are completely 

controlled by genetic system, the human being, on the other hand, has been put on the road of 

making research into the world of knowledge. That world of knowledge may be secular or 

spiritual, but all knowledge is sacred to us in India. We start with secular, and continue the 

search in the spiritual. 

The more knowledge you have, the more wealth you can create; except through efficient work 

inspired by knowledge, there is no other way to gain wealth. You cannot create wealth by 

magic or mystery. That lesson we have to learn today. Sarasvati is primary and Lakshmi is a 

by-product of Sarasvati. This knowledge must come so that the poverty will be eliminated in 

the world. Pure science is Sarasvati and the applied science is Lakshmi. Knowledge applied to 

agriculture improves the wealth of the world; so also industry. Everywhere these two austere 

goddesses reign, but we in India have to re-learn how to truly worship them. Merely making 

Arati, waving of light before their idols is not the way to worship them. Go to the University, 

study various books, think for yourself—that is how you become students of Sarasvati. Hard 

work, team work, trying to improve efficiency and research on new technology—that is how we 

have to worship Lakshmi.  Arati we can do once a year but every day we have to worship 

Lakshmi only through this kind of hard work. Then alone grace of Lakshmi will come to us. 

The western world showed tremendous love for knowledge, by which they created modern 

civilization. Years of research, no time for social activities, lots of sacrifice on family life, that is 

the type of work people did for two centuries out of which have come the great modern 

scientific knowledge, technique and wealth. We had the same tendency in India ages ago, 
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tremendous love for knowledge. We seem to have lost that luster for knowledge. We do not 

see too much fundamental research going on in modern India. Our tendency is go directly to 

Lakshmi for wealth and do not spend enough time worshipping Sarasvati. We tend to train our 

top brains for service industry for western countries. We seem to be loosing our interest in 

invention and research and seeking new knowledge. 

According to Gita knowledge seeking is Tapas, austerity. Without Tapas, there is no 

knowledge. Wherever there is real love for knowledge, there will be inconvenience on the way. 

Tapas and knowledge go together. Sri Krishna taught the concept of Jnana Tapas. We are 

lacking efforts Jnana Tapas in our life. Great teachers like Sri Krishna, Sri Ramakrishna and 

Swami Vivekananda taught us Tapas throughout their life. Without Tapas, merely sitting in an 

easy chair, you are not going to get any knowledge. You have to pay for it by efforts and 

struggles, that is called Tapas. According to Gita, you become a Brahmin through Tapas and 

knowledge. You are not born as a Brahmin. To become a Brahmin you have to make quite a 

bit of sacrifice to acquire knowledge through Tapas. Knowledge seeking becomes shallow 

without Tapas and that is what happened to our education system today. Our present day 

education system lacks Tapas attitude and atmosphere; everything is easy going except for a 

few, who still keeps the fire of Tapas burning all the time. 

―Whenever virtue subsides and vice prevails, I come down to help mankind‖, declares Krishna 

in the Bhagavad Gita.  Whenever this world of ours, on account of growth, on account of 

added circumstances, requires a new adjustment, a wave of power comes, and as a man acts 

on two planes, the spiritual and the material, the waves of adjustment come on both the 

planes. On the material plane Europe and USA have been the basis during modern times and 

on the spiritual side, Asia has been the basis throughout the history of the world. Today human 

beings require one more adjustment on the spiritual plane. As the material glory is at the height 

of the power and glory, we are forgetting the divine nature of humanity god has bestowed upon 

us. We are making simply money making machines without looking for happiness of mind and 

soul. 

This world of ours is organized on the plan of division of labor. 80% material wealth of the 

world is possessed by 20% of people. It is vain to say that one man or one nation will possess 

everything. Yet how childish we are!  The baby in its ignorance believes that its doll is the only 

possession that is to be coveted in this whole universe. So nations which are great in 

possession of material power think that they are super powers and could control the rest of the 

world, we are going to have chaos in this world. Our world is divided in occidental and oriental 

virtues. Each of these types has its grandeur, each has its glory. The present adjustment will 

be the harmonizing and mingling of these two ideas. The oriental believes in spiritual and 

occidental practices senses. The oriental looks for salvation of soul and spiritual happiness, 

whereas the occidental is a dreamer, playing with ephemeral toys and laughs to think that 

grown up men and women should make so much of a handful of matter which they will have to 

leave sooner or later. Each calls the other a dreamer. 
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Oriental ideal is as necessary for the progress of human race as the occidental. Machines can 

never make mankind happy. Happiness is never in the machines but always in mind, If you 

could be the lord of your mind then you could be a happy man. It is true that a man is born to 

conquer nature. External nature is majestic such as mountains, oceans, waterfalls, stars and 

the universe. There is even more majestic internal nature of a man, higher than the sun, moon 

or the stars. These majestic nature and virtues of human beings were taught by Buddha, 

Krishna and Ramakrishna. 

Vivekananda narrated the life of Sri Ramakrishna in the following paragraph. This is a 

message of Ramakrishna to the modern world. ―Do not care for doctrines, do not care for 

dogmas, or sects or churches, or temples; they count for little compared with the essence of 

existence in each man , which is spirituality; and the more this is developed in a man, and the 

more powerful he is for good. Earn that first, acquire that, and criticize no one, for all doctrines 

and creeds have some good in them. Show by your lives that religion does not mean words, or 

names, or sects, but that it means spiritual realization. Only those can understand who have 

felt. Only those who have attained spirituality can communicate it to others, can be great 

teachers of mankind. They alone are the powers of light.‖ 

The more such men are produced in a country, the country will be raised; and that country 

where such men absolutely do not exist is simply doomed and nothing can save it. 

Ramakrishna‘s message to mankind is ―Be spiritual and realize the truth for yourself‖. The time 

has come for renunciation, for realization, and then you will see the harmony in all religions of 

the world. You will know that there is no need of any quarrel, and then only will you be ready to 

help humanity. 

―To proclaim and make clear the fundamental unity underlying all religions was the mission of 

Sri Ramakrishna. Other teachers have taught special religions, which bear their names, but 

this great teacher of nineteenth century made no claims for himself. He left every religion 

undisturbed because he had realized that, in reality, they are all part and parcel of one eternal 

religion‖. 
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Asit Kr. Mishra 
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THE FESTIVAL OF DURGA PUJA 

 

Shivali Choudhury (Age 11 Yrs.) 

Durga Puja is a celebration of the Mother Goddess, and the victory of the revered warrior 

Goddess Durga over the evil buffalo demon Mahishasura. The word Durga, in Sanskrit means 

"the invincible". Maa Durga represents power, strength, morality and protection. Maa Durga is 

the destroyer of sin and protector of morality.  

Durga Puja is celebrated in West Bengal; it's the biggest and most important occasion of the 

year there. Bengali communities in other locations across India celebrate Durga Puja as 

well. Bengalis settled overseas in countries like USA, UK, Australia, the Middle East, etc. also 

celebrate Durga Puja. But in these countries Durga Puja maybe usually celebrated on the 

nearest weekend, if the actual Puja dates fall on weekdays. While the rituals involve ten 

http://hinduism.about.com/od/festivalsholidays/a/mothergoddess.htm
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days of fast, feast and worship, the last four days - Saptami, Ashtami, Navami and Dashami - 

are celebrated with much gaiety and grandeur. 

Durga Puja is celebrated every year in the Hindu month of Ashwin (September-October) and 

commemorates Prince Rama's invocation of the goddess before going to war with the demon 

king Ravana. Lord Rama first worshipped the 'Mahishasura Mardini' or the slayer of the 

buffalo-demon, by offering 108 blue lotuses and lighting 108 lamps, at this time of the year. 

The start of the festival sees huge, elaborately crafted statutes of Goddess Durga 

accompanied by those of her children Lakshmi, Saraswati, Ganesha and Kartik installed in 

homes and beautifully decorated pandals all over the city.  

Around one week before the festival starts, on the occasion of Mahalaya, the Goddess is 

invited to come to the earth. The eyes are drawn on the idols of the Goddess on this day, in an 

auspicious ritual called Chokkhu Daan. 

After the idols of Goddess Durga have been installed, a ritual is performed to invoke her holy 

presence into them. This ritual is called Pran Pratisthan. It involves a small banana plant called 

a Kola Bou, which is bathed in a nearby river, dressed in a sari, and used to transport the 

Goddess's energy. 

On the last day, the statues are taken for immersion. Married women offer sweets and sindoor 

(red vermilion powder) to the Goddess and smear each other with it (this powder denotes the 

status of marriage). 

This marks the end of the goddess‘ brief visit to the earth. As Durga leaves for Mount Kailash, 

the abode of her husband Shiva, it‘s time for ―Bijoya‖ or Vijayadashami, when people visit each 

other‘s homes, hug each other (Kolakuli) and exchange sweets (Mishti Mukh). 

The Durga Puja festival is an extremely social and theatrical event.  Drama, dance, and 

cultural performances are widely held. Food is a huge part of the festival. 

I have my own special connection with the Goddess as I was born on Nabami day and hence 

named after the goddess. 

I look forward to Durga Puja every year as my sister and I get to wear new traditional clothes, 

meet our friends and best of all NO KUMON…  

 

 

 

http://hinduism.about.com/od/festivalsholidays/a/mothergoddess.htm
http://hinduism.about.com/od/godsgoddesses/p/rama.htm
http://hinduism.about.com/cs/audiomusic/a/aa092003a.htm
http://hinduism.about.com/library/weekly/aa100900a.htm
http://hinduism.about.com/library/weekly/aa020700.htm
http://hinduism.about.com/library/weekly/aa083000a.htm
http://goindia.about.com/od/indiafestivaldates/f/When-Is-Durga.htm
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Fish in a Tank - Aheli Bardhan (6 Yrs.) 

 

My Sweet Home - Shreyan Bagchi (7 Yrs.) 
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Color by Shoumili Tarafder (Age 6 Yrs.) 

 

The Whole 9 Yards  

Roshnee Tarafder  

 

The persistent pleas,  

The countless denies,  

For the enchanting piece of clothing who's 9 yards drape you with beauty  

The endless variety of colors,  

The slow coming of age,  

The infinite amount of waiting,  

The time has come,  

I am a Indian girl wanting to fit into the image of an Indian woman  

I am wearing a saree 
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Ashwika Das (5 Yrs.) 

 

 
 

 

My First Temple Visit with Family 

Ashwika Das (5 Yrs.) 

I went to the temple with my mommy and daddy. I was 21 
days old. I was in the car seat. I drank milk in the temple. 
My parents prayed to God for our good health. And then 
we came back home.  

 
 

 

 

Choo Choo - Amanitya Ghosh (5 Yrs.) 
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Our Family - Annika Das (5 Yrs.) 
 

 

Candy - Hridaya Ghosh (8 Yrs.) 

 

Barbie - Anwesha Paul (3 Yrs.) 
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What happens if you don‟t listen to your parents? 

Annika Das (5 Yrs.) 

Once upon a time there was a baby fish who wanted to see the whole ocean. So she went 

deep, deep, deep inside the water. She did not find any fishes inside the water so she 

searches for fishes and even goes deep inside the water. She feels alone. And she cried. And 

she was scared. And then she saw a shark. The shark ate her up and she never came out of 

shark‘s tummy. The mommy fish was searching for the baby fish but could not find her. 

Mommy fish cried and cried. Mommy fish asked the baby fish‘s brother and sister and the 

brothers and sisters said the baby fish went inside the ocean and got eaten by the shark. 

So the morale of the story is ―You should always listen to your parents and behave nicely‖. 

**The budding writer was offered a little help by her mommy with the „Title‟ and the concept 

behind „Morale‟.  This was the first story that Annika wrote when she was 4 years and 10 

months old.** 

 

 

Smiraa Mishra (8 Yrs.) 
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Krishita Roy (7 Yrs.) 

 

Ryan Dasgupta (6 Yrs.) 
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Hridaya Ghosh (8 Yrs.) 
 

 
 

Adri Das (5 Yrs.) 
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Ishika Mishra (4 Yrs.) 

 

A Sunny Day - Oindri Bagchi (5 Yrs.) 
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Happy Durga Puja Greetings to Bengali Association of Minnesota. 
From Mukul, Aparna Ganguli and Family. 
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The Devastating Ebola Virus 

Anuprabha Dandapat (8 Yrs.) 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Have you heard of the Ebola Virus? It first started in 1976 in Sudan. Currently the numbers of 

new cases are rising. Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone of West Africa have the most cases of 

Ebola virus attack and 2400 people have died. This 

appalling outbreak of 2014 is considered the 

deadliest outbreak in history. In the three hardest 

hit countries, 3600 people have been infected. The 

wormy and thread like virus affects the blood 

stream, and it spreads through bodily fluids, like 

blood. The disease causes sudden onset of fever, 

extreme weakness, muscle aching, headache, sore 

throat and leaking blood vessels. People are intimidated that it will get pandemic. Although 

bats are said to be blamed, the right answer is never to kill all the bats. Scientists say that bats 

aren‘t always the culprit and that bush meat (wild animal‘s meat) might be the cause. There is 

no cure for this disease. The vaccines that are being developed aren‘t being approved. At 

hospitals in Africa the care takers don‘t have good and protective gear. When a person 

touches an Ebola patient, they have to have an air-tight suit, or they get infected. Two 

Americans (a doctor and a missionary) got infected while treating patients in Liberia. When the 

two sick Americans heard about an experimental drug, they volunteered to have some. They 

were immediately brought back to US and were kept in an isolated chamber in Emory hospital, 

in Atlanta, Georgia. Health officials have reported that after taking the experimental drug (Z-

Mapp) the two Americans have been cured and released from the hospital. Thus you see, 

doctors, family members and burial people are the most vulnerable to catching Ebola. Since it 

was not controlled when the outbreak was small now that it is big it might now be unable to 

control. 

There is a very small probability that the people in USA and India might get infected, as it still 

has the whole Atlantic ocean to cross. However as the future continues, the Ebola virus might 

make its way here, but it will take a long time, so don‘t be scared of Ebola!  
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Motherhood and Children  

Shikha Howlader 

For all women, motherhood is the most satisfying gift god has given us. We go through 

approximately ten months of sometimes difficult pregnancy and hard labor for every time a 

child is born. But as soon as the child is born and we see the face of the new born we forget 

the pains of childbearing and birth. Hopefully all mothers are agreeable with me on this 

subject. 

We will look at our lives as women and explore our inner resources to give us some insight 

and energy for better journey through our lives. In our life we go through many stages and 

achievements which will bring us closer to many of our psychological and spiritual 

transformations inside us. Continuous revelations of ourselves through knowledge and 

understanding would guide us to fulfillment of life. Our goal is freedom as Swami Vivekananda 

said, ―Do it either through work, worship, psychic control, philosophy, by one or more or all of 

these and be free‖. 

In modern society, we mothers are confronted with many unavoidable and sometimes difficult 

circumstances. We were born and raised in Indian sub-continent. Our upbringings were in 

altogether different environments than western society. Our children who were born in this 

country are oriental by birth and westerners by environment. We want to grow up and teach 

them our culture and guide them through their life. However, they are born in this country and 

most of their friends are followers of western culture. They are bound to follow western culture. 

Our outlook, for our children are different from them. When disagreements arise due to cultural 

differences, we mothers usually suffer silently. 

All great women in history interpreted womanhood through their lives. All of them led a life of 

passion and love for others, a life of patience and perseverance. Mother Sarada Devi was a 

mother for all disciples of Shree Ram Krishna. She was an ideal mother although she never 

had children of her own. Her love for humanity was unconditional. We should follow the 

guidelines of mother Sarada Devi in teaching our children. The education of mind, body and 

soul is to be started as soon as the child is born. The qualities of sincerity, honesty, courage, 

patience, unselfishness, perseverance, peace and self control are better taught by examples 

than by long speeches.  

Education of children starts as soon as they are born and continues through the rest of their 

lives. Mothers should be the primary educators of their children. As the children grow, they 

learn from their mothers‘ habits. Throughout mankind great philosophers and scientists came 

from families where mothers took prominent roles in their children‘s education. Mother‘s 

spiritual and moral qualities play vital roles in modeling their children‘s future. As mothers we 

have multiple responsibilities including physical and moral cleanliness of our children. A true 
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education of mind prepares a child for better life. Five main aspects of education may be 

taught to a child: development, organization, cleanliness, respecting others and happiness.  

Parents and children should have open communications. Sometimes fathers are away for 

business and mothers should be the primary communicators with their children. There should 

be no fear atmosphere in the family. If the children are not allowed to communicate their views 

from early life, sometimes that may lead to difficult situation in teen age years and later. 

Children should be encouraged to have good friends. Having good friends is a very important 

aspect of our lives in general and for our children in particular. Having good friends prevents 

bullying by other children. Choosing friends is as important in life as it may have significant 

consequences in later life. It may be useful for mothers to develop common interest with their 

children. Mothers should make time to watch programs of common interest together. Attend 

sports and other activities together with the family. Mother could be PTA members, attend 

parent and teachers conferences and help the children in completing their home work. 

As the children grow up, mothers should know children opinion about dating and sex 

education. Mothers should be friends of children and keep the open communications going 

when they go to colleges and universities. Having family dinners and breakfasts together 

produces strong family bonding. We should go on to family vacation at least once a year. If we 

are fortunate to have our parents around, then we should treat our parents with respect in front 

of our children. Our children would learn from our relationships with our children. 

Children should be taught responsibility with lots of love.  Mothers are the ideal persons who 

can help the development of their children. Although we live in western society, we should try 

to keep our culture alive by involving our children in all cultural and social activities.  

In our lives we know Mother Teresa and Mother Sarada Devi attained supreme motherhood 

through love and sacrifice. We could be good mothers, if we could love our children 

unconditionally as long as we live. 

Shubha Bijoya for all. 
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Spirit of Navratri 

Abhai Tripathi 

The word Navratri literally means nine nights as it is formed by the combination of two words 

nava meaning nine and ratri meaning night in Sanskrit. Navratri is a major festival in India and 

is celebrated in the Hindu calendar month of Ashwin which corresponds to September/October 

as per the Gregorian calendar.  

During these nine nights and ten days the nine forms of Ma Durga are worshipped across India 

in different ways. Before participating in the Durga puja in Minneapolis my experience of 

navratri celebrations was limited to the way it is celebrated in Northern India. Although people 

in different parts of India celebrate navratri in different ways the thought behind the 

celebrations is the same – to invoke Goddess Durga and seek her blessings. 

Navratri is celebrated with great enthusiasm across India and among the Indian diaspora 

scattered across the globe. In Western India navratri is celebrated with nine nights of dance - 

the garba and dandiya. In West Bengal navratri is celebrated as Durga Puja. Durga Puja 

marks the victory of Goddess Durga over the demon Mahishasura thus epitomizing the victory 

of good over evil.  The dusshera of Mysore in Southern India is famous for the dazzling 

celebrations that last ten days. The main feature of navratri in Northern India is the Ram Leela 

wherein the life of Rama is enacted through plays and drama in public.  

Navratri in Northern India is a period of fasting and worshipping the Devi. Tamsic foods such 

as meat, poultry, alcohol, onion and garlic are avoided. Wheat flour is replaced with kuttu 

(buckwheat) or singhada (water chestnut) flour, pulses are replaced with amaranth and rice is 

replaced with samo (barnyard millet).  

On the first day a kalash (pot) containing water is placed (sthapna) in the puja room as a 

symbol of Maa Durga. Grains of barley are planted in a pot and watered daily. On the 10th day 

the barley shoots are submerged in water. This ritual is linked to harvesting.  A diya (lamp) is 

lighted every morning and evening in the puja room. The eighth/ninth day is celebrated as 

Kanya Puja. Nine young girls and one boy representative of each form of the Goddess and 

Bhairon Nath are worshipped and offered Prasad (mainly poori, kala chana and halwa) and 

gifts (including red scarves) are given. 

Jagrans (staying awake the whole night and singing devotional songs to the Goddess) and 

Ram Leela performances (plays and dramas depicting the life of Rama) take place in the 

evenings throughout the city. The climax on the tenth day is the burning of the effigies of 

Ravana, Kumbhkaran and Meghnad representing the victory of good over evil. 

Having spent most of my life in Northern India my exposure to Durga Puja the way it is 

celebrated in Bengal was limited to a onetime visit of the ornate pandals in my hometown 
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Lucknow. I was very excited when I got the opportunity to be a part of the Durga Puja 

festivities in Minneapolis in 2011 although I knew nothing about Bengali language or music. 

I looked up the chords for the songs on you tube and with the help of the internet and 

cooperative friends I was on my way to learning Bengali songs.  For my understanding the 

Geeti Natyo was rewritten in the Romanized script. The rehearsal for the Geeti Natyo started 

about 2 months before the puja. The entire team would get together weekly at one member‘s 

house for an evening of practice followed by good food and conversation. The songs that I 

played on my guitar that year included ‗Pagla Hawar Badol Dine‘, ‗Jagorone Jaye Bibhabori‘, 

‗Bhalobasha Mane Dhoa Charar Protisruti‘. I also learned about Robindra Sangeet the same 

year and was amazed by the versatility of the Robindra music which sounds equally amazing 

on the western musical instruments as on the Indian instruments.  

As the Puja date got closer we increased the frequency of rehearsals to twice weekly followed 

by a dress rehearsal at the party room at Durham Apartments, Edina. All our efforts and hard 

work paid off when the performance on stage went smoothly and was appreciated by the 

audience. 

The following year I learnt some more Bengali songs such as ‗Oi Ujjalo Din Dake Swapno 

Rongin‘, ‗Pothe Abar Namo Sathi‘, ‗Ananda Loke Mongola Loke‘, ‗Je Kota Din Tumi Chile 

Pashe‘, ‗Ami Tomar Sathe Ekla Hote Chai‘ etc.  

I moved from Minneapolis to Houston, Texas in 2013. Fortunately I was able to visit 

Minneapolis during the Puja weekend and participate in the cultural program. The distance 

between Minneapolis and Houston did not get in the way of our practice sessions as we used 

skype to practice songs such as ‗Ekhon Onek Raat‘, ‗Majhi Re‘, ‗Tomar Kathai Ural Diyechi‘, 

‗Sakhi Bhabhona Kahare Bole‘.  

The three days Puja weekend is a time to gather together and enjoy Bengali culture and food 

in an atmosphere of festivity. The music and dance performed during the Puja plays an integral 

part in connecting the community, which is so far from the homeland, together.   

Regardless of the fact that the style of Navratri celebration differs across the Indian 

subcontinent the essence remains the same throughout. It is a time to celebrate the victory of 

good over evil and the glory of Ma Durga in her various forms to seek her blessings. For those 

of us who are many thousands of miles from India it is a time to reconnect with our roots and a 

time to introduce the festival to the next generation.   
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প্রাচীর 

দীপঙ্কর বয়্যাপাধ্যাে 

 

শুয়নসছ অয়নকক্ষণ,  

জানাার কাাঁয়চ শ্রাবন-ধ্ারার বযাথা।  

দীঘযশ্বা, থমথয়ম মীরণ, 

পাতার আয়বয়ল শুসনয়েয়ছ চুপকথা। 

সদলারী রাখা বাাঁলী, 
গরাদ-জয় মাখা পয়থর সবড়ম্বনা। 

স্র বছর বাস, 

চাসয়ে সগয়েসছ সববাগী পসরক্রমা। 

আসজয়ক গদসখ সলউস-গভজায়না গস্রায়ত, 

সদকচক্রবায় ভাঙয়ছ প্রাচীর যত, 

আগমসন ুয়র উতা লরৎ প্রায়ত, 

সময়নর াত বাসড়য়ে সদাম তত। 

 
 

 

 

 

A MAD‘S SLEEP 

Samir Samanta 

 

History will end; the sun will cool down 

To sleep under my green chest 

The starry sky will wonder: 

The dead little poet is up again, 

Talking to the most beautiful queen face to face; 

And staring at her eyes for so long! 
 

Era will expire… 
 

Beyond all human eyes and brains 

The universe will see only the endless night - 

Endless, amorous and ease; 

For a sleepless mad! 
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সিনাইয়ের িূয় য্াদে 
গগৌতম রকার 

(সময়নয়াটা, ইউ এ এ) 
 

এত ু্র, এত ময়নারম জােগা আসম সতযই আর গকাথা গদসখসন। পাাড় আর মুদ্র পালাপাসল। পাায়ড়র রং 
পাটসকয়, আর মুয়দ্রর, অবলযই নী। সকন্তু ূয়যযর আয়াে গই পাটসকয় আর নী রয়ঙর গয কত ‗রকম‘ আর ‗বাার‘ 

ে, তা না গদখয় সবশ্বা করা কঠিন। আর চাসর সদয়ক শুধ্ু বাস আর বাস। এত বাস আয়ছ এ পৃসথবীয়ত? তারই 
মায়ঝ এসদক-সদক সকছু কযাকটা জাতীে গুল্ম, গসজয়ে উয়েয়ছ খাপছাড়া ভায়ব। এখায়ন য়দর উপসিসতটা গকমন গযন 

অযাসচত অসতসথর মত। এমন দলৃয চরাচর গদখা যাে না। গদয়খ মন ভয়র গগ। সকন্তু এখায়ন আার আয়গ এইয়বর 

সকছুই আমার জানা সছ না। গয জয়নয সনাই-গপসননুাে এয়সছাম, তা  একটা অাধ্ারণ ূয়যযাদে গদখা। আর তা 
গদখয়ত য় ারা রাত গেক কয়র উেয়ত য়ব মাউন্ট সনাই বা মাউন্ট গমায়-এর পর, যার গকায় আয়ছ পৃসথবীর 

বয়চয়ে পুরয়না চাচয , ‗গন্ট কযাথসরন‘। এই পাায়ড়র পয়রই নাসক গমায় স্বেং ভগবায়নর কাছ গথয়ক „10 

commandments‟ গপয়েসছয়ন, যা সকনা পরবতী কায় য়ে য়ে খ্রীষ্টধ্য়মযর অ-আ-ক-খ। এইব জটি তথয জম 

করার ক্ষমতা বা বসুিমত্তা গকানটাই আমার গনই। গযটা সছ, তা  ঐ 'অাধ্ারণ ূয়যযাদে' গদখার একটা ইচ্ছা। 
'অাধ্ারণ' এই কারয়ণ, গয ূযযটা নাসক পাায়ড়র তা গথয়ক মাটি ফুাঁ য়ড় য়ে, পাায়ড়র পর দাাঁড়ায় যা সক না ময়ন ে 

গযন পায়ের তা গথয়ক ূয়যযাদে। দাসজয সয়ঙর ‘টাইগারস’ গথয়ক আাস্কার ‘মাউন্ট মযাসকনয়’, কনযাকুমাসরকার সি-

াগয়রর ঙ্গম গথয়ক াউথ-আসিকার ‘গকপ অফ গুড গাপ’, আমার সময়নয়াটার বাসড়র কায়ছর গেট-গক ‘ুসপসরের’ 

গথয়ক বসসভোর পৃসথবীর উচ্চতম-গক ‘টিটিকাকা’, রাজিায়নর মরুভুসম গথয়ক আসিকার াারা, অযাসরয়জানার 

‘েযান্ড-কযাসনেন’ গথয়ক অয়েসোর ‘উুরু’-রক, এমনসক গপরুর অযামাজন জঙ্গয়র ‘মাচুসপচু’গত ূয়যযাদে বা ূযযাস্ত 

গদখার গৌভাগয য়েয়ছ আমার; সকন্তু তাই বয় পায়ের তা গথয়ক মাটি ফুাঁ য়ড়? নাাঃ, গতমনটা আয়গ কখয়না শুসনসন। তাই 

এইব শুয়নটুয়ন ঐ ‗ইচ্ছা'টা ময়নর গভতর এয়কবায়র জাাঁসকয়ে ব, গাভটা আর ামায়ত পারাম না। আর যাই গাক, 

এটা গদখয়ত গগয় আমায়ক ভগবান বা ধ্ময গবাঝার ময়তা গকান অাধ্ারণ ক্ষমতার অসধ্কারী য়ত য়ব না, যা সকনা 
আমার এয়কবায়রই গনই! তাই ঠিক কয়র গফাম গয এটা না গদয়খ আসম সমলর-গদল গছয়ড় নড়সছ না। সকন্তু আসম ঠিক 

করয়ই বা সক? গখায়ন যাব সক কয়র? রাস্তাঘাটই গয গতমন গনই। যা আয়ছ তা অসত নগণয, আর তার গবলীরভাগই 

নাসক বন্ধ। গকননা গকউই গয গসদয়ক গযয়ত চাে না। সদয়ক নাসক পয়দ পয়দ যুি-সবদ্রয়র সবপদ। কারণ আয়লপায়লর ব 

গদলই নাসক দাবী কয়র গয সনাই-গপসননুা তায়দর। আর তাই সনয়েই যত গখয়োয়খসে! অয়নক কয়ষ্ট একটা প্রাইয়ভট 

গাসড়য়ত আমায়ক সনয়ে যাবার জনয একজনয়ক গযাগাড় করা গগ। সকন্তু মুলসক  ভাা। আমার কায়ছ আরসব যা, াঁর 

কায়ছ ইংসরসজ ঠিক তাই। তাই াত-পা নাড়ায়নাই য়ে দাাঁড়া গযাগায়যায়গর একমাি মাধ্যম। ঠিক আয়ছ, তাইই ই।  
 

একসদন গভায়র গবসরয়ে পড়াম। প্ল্যানটা সছ গমাটামুটি এই গয কােয়রা গথয়ক ুয়েজ য়ে, গাল্ ফ অফ ুয়েজ বরাবর 

দসক্ষয়ণ যাো। আর একই পয়থ গফরত আা। অনয গকায়না সদয়ক যাো চয়ব না। কারণ মলুসক  আমার 

অযায়মসরকান পায়পাটয । ঐ জনযই আমার নাসক ইস্রায়েয়র গুপ্তচর বার মূ ম্ভাবনা! কারণ ঐ ‗ারাসম‘ অযায়মসরকাই 
গয ইস্রায়েয়ক ইন্ধন গযাগাে। যার গজায়রই নাসক ইস্রায়েয়র এত দাপট। আর গই দাপয়টই নাসক রা সনাই-
গপসননুার ‗মাসক‘ য়ে বয় সছ গবল সকছুসদন। সতন সতনবার যুি কয়র তয়বই সনাই-গপসননুার গবল খাসনকটা 
গফরত গপয়েয়ছ সমলর। এইব তথয সক আর আমার মাথাে গ ায়ক? আমার শুধ্ু ঐ একটাই ম্ব, ঐ 'ইচ্ছা'টা, ঐ 

‗ূয়যযাদে গদখার ইচ্ছা‘টা। তাছাড়া ঐ ২০০০ বছয়রর পরুয়না, ধ্যারধ্যায়র গগাসব্পুয়রর সমস্টার গমায় যসদ তা গদয়খ 

থাকয়ত পায়রন, তায় অযায়মসরকাে থাকা এই আধ্ুসনক আসমই বা তা পারয়বা না গকন? 
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দপুুর ১২-টা নাগাদ গন্ট কযাথসরন গপৌাঁছায়না গগ। এই চায়চয  নাসক আমার ময়তা অপসবি নাসস্তয়কর গ াকা বারণ। সকন্তু 

আসম গয অপসবি তাই বা জানয়ছ গক? ভাবাম এত দরূ যখন এয়ইসছ,  ুয়কই পসড় না একবার। সকই বা আর য়ব? 

গদয়খই সন না, সক এমন সজসন আয়ছ এর গভতয়র, যা সনয়ে সকনা মুমান, খ্রীষ্টান আর ইহুদীয়দর ময়ধ্য এত াোাঠি। 
তাছাড়া পো উু করার গতা একটা বযাপার আয়ছ। এত খরচা কয়র এাম অযাদ্দরু! সকন্তু ঐ গয সবয়বক বয় সক গযন 

একটা আয়ছ না? তার গজারাজসুরর কায়ছই গয়র গগাম! ময়ন  গয, আসম এই সগজয াে  ুকয় বাসড় বয়ে এয় গজার কয়র 

কাউয়ক অন্ান করা য়ব। তা আসম পারব না। তাই বাইয়র গথয়কই গদখাম। গবল গদখয়ত। অযায়মসরকার মত বড়, 

নতুন আর দ্রুতগামী জীবয়নর গদয়ল থাকয় যা ে - ৫০০ মাই গকান দরূত্বই নে, আর ৫০০ বছর অয়নক সদন! তাই দইু 
াজার বছয়রর পুরয়না সকছু একটা গদখসছ, গভয়ব ময়ন গকমন গযন একটা গরামাঞ্চ । সকন্তু বযা, ঐটুকুই। সিসরচুো 

সকছুই অনুভব করাম না। ময়ন ময়ন একটু াাম। গকান সিসরট থাকয় তয়ব না সিসরচুো অনুভব করা যাে - 

আমার গয এইয়বর ‗সকুই‘ গনই! 
 

উয়টাসদয়ক গছাট একটা টিার পয়র একদ খ্রীষ্টান গাক গকান একটা প্রাথযনাে মগ্ন গদখাম। রা গযব মন্ত্র 

আউরাসচ্ছ, তার ময়ধ্য গকমন গযন একটা লাসির বাতয া সছ। ঠিক গযমন ে যখন ংসৃ্কত মন্ত্র বা গস্তাি ‗গতমন‘ কয়র, 

গকউ ‗গতমন গাে পাে করয়ত‘ পারয়! আমার গছাটয়বাে মাো শুয়ন ঘুম গথয়ক োর কথা ময়ন পয়ড় গগ। 
বীয়রন্দ্রকৃষ্ণ ভয়দ্রর গ সক অামানয দক্ষতাে গস্তাি পাে! গভয়বই গায়ে কাাঁটা সদ। গাকগুয়ার কয়েক জয়নর পরয়ণ াদা 
আখাল্লার ময়তা সকছু একটা ময়ন , েয়তা াঁরাই পুয়রাসত। াঁয়দর ায়থ সগয়ে আাপ করয়ত ইয়চ্ছ কর। তারপর 

ভাবাম না থাক, াঁয়দর প্রাথযনা ভঙ্গ করব না। আসময়তা আর গ ক্ষমতার অসধ্কারী য়ত পারাম না, াঁয়দর পয়থই বা 
বাধ্া য়বা গকন? এসদক সদক ফযা ফযা গকায়র ঘুয়র গবড়াাম গবল খাসনক্ষন। ভাবসছাম ভগবান গবচাসরয়ক সনয়ে এত 

মারামাসর গকন? নাসক মারামাসরটা আয় জসম দখয়র, এই সনাই-গপসননুার দখ গনবার ময়তা? আমার সতন 

গময়ের কথা ময়ন পয়র গগ। আচ্ছা, রা যসদ গকায়নাসদন আমায়ক সনয়ে মারামাসর শুরু গকায়র গদে, তায় আসম গকান 

সদয়ক যাব? গবচাসর ভগবান, াঁর গয সক সনদারুন অবিা! উনার গতা সনয়জরই অলাসির গল গনই, আর তাাঁর কায়ছই 
সকনা গায়ক লাসি সভক্ষা কয়র? 

 

একটা আরব গবদইুনয়ক গদখাম, উয়টর সপয়ে গচয়প যায়চ্ছ। গরায়দ চটা, কায়চ-তামায়ট গায়ের রং, আর ার সগসগয়, 

রুক্ষ গচারা; গখয়ত পাে না গবাধ্ে। গায়ে লতসছন্ন জামাকাপড়। গদয়খ ময়ন ে বছর কয়েক স্নান কয়রসন , এসদয়ক 

জই বা পায়ব গকাথাে? পায়ে গদখাম গছাপ গছাপ গময়র াদা খসর উয়েয়ছ, গায়ে সনশ্চই গবাাঁটকা গন্ধ। র উয়টর 

সপয়ে একটা লতসছন্ন লতরসঞ্চর ময়তা সকছু একটা, োণ্ডা গথয়ক বাাঁচার জনযই গবাধ্ে। গদয়খ মাো । আমার ায়থ 

গতমন সকছু গনই গয য়দর গদব। আচ্ছা, র সক বউ আয়ছ? গছয়, গময়ে? তারা সক গখয়ত পাে? ুখ গয গনই, তা গতা 
গদখাই যায়চ্ছ, সকন্তু লাসি? গটা সক আমার গথয়ক রই গবলী? সকছু দয়ূর একটা কুাঁ য়ড়ঘর আর তাাঁবুর মাঝামাসঝ সকছু 
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একটা গদখা গগ। রই য়ব গবাধ্ে। খায়নই সক র লাসির ংার? এসদক-সদক, ছসড়য়ে-সছটিয়ে আর সকছু উট 

গুল্ম সচয়বায়চ্ছ, সজয়রায়চ্ছ। য়দর ভাবভঙ্গীয়ত গকমন গযন ‗লাসি‘। গদয়খ ময়ন  গয এই দসুনোে সক ঘটয়ছ, না ঘটয়ছ, 

তায়ত য়দর বয়েই গগ। য়দর ময়ধ্যই এই ‘আপাত-অলাি’ সনাই-গপসননুাে গযন লাসির ন্ধান গপাম ‘এই আসম’! 

প্রাণটা জসুড়য়ে গগ।  
 

  
 

ঐ ‘লাসি’ সদয়েই আমার বুকটায়ক ভয়ড় গনোর গচষ্টা করসছাম, আবার কয়ব গয ুয়যাগ য়ব! সকন্তু গখায়ন সবপসত্ত। 
গাসড়র ড্রাইভার এয় তাগাদা াগা। ব গয এবার মাউন্ট সনাই রনা না য়ই নে। নেয়তা খায়ন আর মে মত 

গপৌাঁছায়না যায়ব না। আসম যখন ারা রাত গেক করব, য়কয়তা তখন আবার এসদয়কই গফরত আয়ত য়ব রাত কাটায়ত। 
কারন মনুয ভযতা নাসক এখায়নই গল! গবসরয়ে পড়াম। 
 

য়ন্ধযর আয়গই গপৌাঁয়ছ গগাম মাউন্ট সনাই। ময়ন ময়ন একটু ভেই পাসচ্ছাম, - পারব গতা? ড্রাইভারয়তা আমাে 

পাায়ড়র গকায় গফয় গরয়খ গকয়ট পড়য়ব, আর তারপর? সকন্তু খায়ন সগয়ে গবল সকছু ইউয়রাপীোন সবয়দলীয়দর গদয়খ 

ধ্য়ড় গযন একটু প্রাণ এ! তারা গদখাম ব সবকু প্রস্তুত, গেসকং-এর াজ-রঞ্জাম সনয়ে। আর আসম? ায়থ শুধ্ ু

একটা জয়র গবাত! ঐ গয বয় না, বাঙ্গাীয়দর সকু য়ব না! আসমই তার ায়ত-গরম উদারণ। এখায়ন নাসক এখন 

ব সজয়রায়চ্ছ, অউর খানাসপনা। আসম সক কসর, সক কসর ভাবয়ত ভাবয়তই সবরক্ত য়ে গগাম। সকন্তু একা একা গয 

এসগয়ে যায়বা, তার া গনই বুয়ক। এখায়ন এয়সছ গতা একাই, সকন্তু তারপর গথয়ক এই একাকীয়ত্বর ভেটা গকমন গযন 

ো করয়ত শুরু কয়রয়ছ আমাে। আর এই ইউরসপোনয়দর গদয়খ আমার অবিা, ‘গঘাড়া গদয়খ গখাাঁড়া’। কথাবাতয া বয় যা 
বুঝাম তা  এরা রাত ১১-টা নাগাদ গেসকং শুরু করয়ব, পয়র গপৌাঁছায়ত গপৌাঁছায়ত রাত ৪-গট। তার গবলী গদরী করা 
যায়ব না, কারণ আয়া ফুটয়ত শুরু কয়র গদয়ব। এয়বর সকছুই আমার জানা সছ না। শুধ্ু জানতাম গয কা ৯-টার 

ময়ধ্যই আমায়ক গনয়ম আয়ত য়ব, কারণ ড্রাইভার আমার জনয অয়পক্ষা কয়র থাকয়ব। গইব শুয়ন কয় ব গয টা 
নাসক গকান বযাপারই না। ূয়যযাদে ৬-টার ময়ধ্যই গল। তারপর নাময়ত ঘণ্টা আড়াই-সতয়নর গবলী াগয়ব না। ময়ন ময়ন 

ঠিক কয়র সনাম গয এয়দর ায়থই উেব।  
 

রাত ১১-টা নাগাদ পয়র ো শুরু । খুব ু্র চাাঁদ উয়েয়ছ, রূপী-সকয়লারী গযন। র রূয়পর ছটাে চাসরসদক 

রূয়পাী, সচক সচক কয়র চয়ক পরয়ছ গই রূপ। গই উপয়চ পরা রূয়পর আয়াে পথ গদয়খ, আর ময়ন ময়ন আমার সপ্রে 

'সদা'র ‗আমরা বাই সময় ূযয গদখব বয়‘ গানটা গাইয়ত গাইয়ত যখন পয়র সগয়ে গপৌাঁছাাম, ততক্ষয়ন চাাঁদ অনি-

গযৌবনা, আর সজভ গবসরয়ে এই চসল্লয়লাধ্য আসম এয়কবায়র সচতপটাং! পয়র গবল োণ্ডা। সকন্তু ঐ োণ্ডাটায়কই বুয়ক জসড়য়ে 

ধ্রয়ত ইচ্ছা কর - ঠিক তাই করাম। চাাঁয়দর আয়াটা উপয়ভাগ করয়ত করয়ত রবীন চাটুয়যযর গই রুটা ময়ন পয়ড় 

গগ - তাাত মামুয়দর গাো ‗চাাঁয়দর এত আয়া‘। সনয়জয়ক খুব ভাগযবান ময়ন  – গযাগযতার সনসরয়খ গতা জীবয়ন 
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গযন কত সকছুই গবলী গপয়ে গগাম। ভারয়ত জন্ায়নার ূয়ি এই গানটা, আর অযায়মসরকাে থাকার গদৌয়ত মাউন্ট 

সনাই! এয়কই বয় কপা! অিত আমার দাদা আর ভাইটায়ক ায়থ রাখয়ত পারয় েয়তা এতটা ‘সগসট সফসং’ য়তা 
না। গছাটয়বাে জপায়ে বা সকলয়ে পয়ড়সছাম ―একা একা গখা যাে না‖, আমার গইটাই ময়ন পয়ড় গগ। 
 

চাাঁয়দর আয়াটা আয়স্ত আয়স্ত কয়ম গযয়ত াগ। আর আকালটা একটু একটু কয়র পসরষ্কার য়ত শুরু কর। আকায়লর রঙ 

গবগুনী গথয়ক গগাাসপ, গগাাসপ গথয়ক কমা, কমা গথয়ক া, আর তার ায়থ ায়থ আর কতরকয়মর নাম-না-জানা 
রয়ঙর পসরবতয ন য়ত য়ত োৎ গানাী য়ে গগ! আর তারই ফাাঁয়ক এক মুূয়তয  পাায়ড়র তা গথয়ক, আমার পায়ের 

তা গথয়ক গবয়রা একটা টুকটুয়ক া রয়ক্তর গগাা, মুূয়তয ই গযটা আবার য়ে গগ একটা গানার দা। ময়ন  গযন 

ায়ত একটা ম্বা ঝুঝাড়ু থাকয়ই টায়ক একটু ছুাঁ য়ে গদখা গযত। টা কত কায়ছ, আবার কত দয়ূর! তার এমন তীব্র 

রূপ, গয গসদয়ক গচাখ গফরায়না যাে না, তাই তা ভাাে প্রকাল করা অম্ভব। ময়বত গাকজনয়দর ময়ধ্য একটা হুয়ল্লাড় 

উে, তারপর বাই চুপ। একটা সনস্তব্ধতা ো কয়র সন কয়ক। তভম্ব য়ে আমার নড়াচড়া করার ক্ষমতাটাই 
াসরয়ে গগ গবল সকছুক্ষয়ণর জনয। তারই ময়ধ্য সকছু ছসব গতাা, আর দ-ুএক সমসনয়টর একটা সভসড গরকডয  করা গগ।  
 

এরপর নামার পাা। নাময়ত সগয়ে কত সকছুই ময়ন এ। এই পৃসথবীটা কত ু্র, আমরা গকন গয এত ঝগড়া-মারামাসর 

কসর, এই ব। মাথাে একটা সচিা সছই, যসদ গাসড়টা মে ময়তা না আয়, সকম্বা এয়কবায়রই না আয়? সমলরীেয়দর 

মে জ্ঞায়নর যা বসাসর! মে-ঙ্ক্রাি গকান কথা সজয়গয করয়ই এরা বয় ‗ইনা আল্লা‘, অথযাৎ গকান ঘটনা মে 

ময়তা ঘটয়ব সকনা, বা আয়দৌ ঘটয়ব সকনা তার পুয়রাটাই আল্লার মসজয র পর সনভয রলী। দাসেত্ব এড়ায়নার সক জ 

মাধ্ান! ভারত গথয়ক রাসর এখায়ন এয় েয়তা এতটা গচায়খ পড়ত না, কারণ আমায়দর গতা ঐ একই রকম মে 

জ্ঞান, যসদ আমরা চরাচর ভগবানয়ক এর ময়ধ্য জড়াই না।  
 

সনয়চ গনয়ম গদসখ আমার গাসড় উপসিত। তায়ত  ুয়কই গাটা এসয়ে সদাম। কখন গয ঘুসময়ে পয়ড়সছাম তা জাসন না। 
কতক্ষণ গয ঐ ভায়ব গকয়টয়ছ তা জাসন না। একটা হ-ল্লাে ঘুমটা গভয়ঙ্গ গগ। গদসখ আমার গাসড় সঘয়র গবল সকছু 

গাকজন। তাাঁয়দর ায়ত ব্কু, মাথাে পাগড়ী, মুয়খর গবলীরভাগটাই  াকা, পরয়ণ সমলরীে ‗গায়য়বো‘। ভয়ে রক্ত 

এয়কবায়র সম য়ে গগ। এাঁরা সক এয়কবায়র গময়রই গফয়ব নাসক? আমার গময়ে সতনয়টর মখুখানগুয়া গচায়খর াময়ন 

গভয় উে, তারপর ব সকছুই গকমন গযন ঝাপা। ঘুয়মর গঘায়র গকান স্বপ্ন গদখসছ না গতা? গদসখ রা আমার 

ড্রাইভারটায়ক গাসড় গথয়ক গটয়ন নামায়চ্ছ। তারপরই ব্কুধ্ারী একজন গাসড়য়ত উয়ে এ, আর তন্ন তন্ন কয়র গাসড়র 

গভতরটার ‘তল্লাস’ সন। তারপর আমায়ক নামার হুমসক সদ। ভয়ে জড়ড় য়ে, থর থর কয়র কাাঁপয়ত কাাঁপয়ত আসম 

নামাম। আমার কায়ছ সকছু একটা গচয়ে সম্বতসম্ব করয়ত থাক। আমার ড্রাইভার আমায়ক গবাঝা গয রা আমার 

পসরচে-পি চাইয়ছ। আমার পায়পাটয টা গবর কয়র য়দর গদখাাম। তখন রা আমার সদয়ক একদয়ৃষ্ট তাসকয়ে গথয়ক, 

সনয়জয়দর ময়ধ্য সক ব বাবস করয়ত করয়ত, পায়লর একটা গছাঁড়ায়খাাঁড়া তাাঁবুয়ত  ুয়ক গগ, আমার পায়পাটয টা সনয়েই। 
তার আয়গ আমায়ক সক ব বয় লাসয়ে গগ, যার অথয একটাই ে গয আসম যসদ এক পা নসড় গতা আমার জান খতম, 

গকউ আমার সদ পায়ব না। সকন্তু পায়পাটয  ছাড়া নয়ড় যাবই বা গকাথাে? সকছুক্ষণ পর রা সফয়র এ, আমার 

পায়পাটয টা ায়ত সনয়ে। ধ্য়ড় গযন প্রাণ সফয়র গপাম। সকন্তু পায়পাটয টা গফরত সদ না। উয়ট ব জামা-কাপড়-জয়ুতা-
গমাজা ব গখা। খুাম। জামা-পযায়ন্টর পয়কটগুয়া ভায়া কয়র াচয  করয়া, জয়ুতা গজাড়া। তারপর ব গযটা 
বাসক আয়ছ, গটা খুয়ত য়ব - অথযাৎ জাসঙোটা! আসম ভাবাম, সক সবপদ, এটা আবার গকন? ইতস্ততাঃ করয়ত 

াগাম। সকন্তু য়দর আরসব সম্বতসম্ব গথয়ক যা বুঝাম তা  ‗অত য়জ সচাঁ য়ড় সভজয়ব না চাাঁদ,ু তুসম খান গথয়কই 
গতামার পায়পাটয টা বার কয়রছ। ুতরাং খায়ন আর সক সক ুয়কায়না আয়ছ তা আমরা গদখয়ত চাই‘। আমার 
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ড্রাইভায়রর সদয়ক আকুসত সনয়ে একবার তাকাাম, গয তুসম অিত এয়দর ভাাটা জান, সকছু একটা কর। সকন্তু তার 

গচায়খর ইলারাে যা বুঝাম তা , রা যা যা বয়ছ আমার তাই করাই গশ্রে। সনয়জয়ক গবাঝায়নার গচষ্টা করাম গয এ 

আর এমন সক? সজয়ম সগয়ে াাঁতার কাটার পর, বা র  যযায়কট-ব গখার পর এমন গতা প্রাে প্রসত প্তায়ই কয়র থাসক; 

পুরুয়দর কার রুয়ম কয়র ায়থ উয়দাম য়ে স্নান কসর, দাসড় কামাই। এমনটাই গতা কয়র আসছ অযায়মসরকাে 

ইউসনভাসযটিয়ত পড়য়ত যাো ইস্তক! খায়ন গতা এটাই গরোজ। ুতরাং এয়ত আর ঘাবড়ায়নার সক আয়ছ? বঝুয়ত 

পারাম গয আমার অযায়মসরকান পায়পাটয টাই এই মুূয়তয  আমার যত সবপসত্তর কারণ। তাই াঁয়দর গবাঝায়নার গচষ্টা 
করাম গয আসম আদয়ত ভারতীে। কােয়রা, আর সমলয়রর অনযানয গবল সকছু জােগাে কয়েক সদন আয়গই গঘারার 

ুবায়দ জানতাম গয এই সমলরীেরা আমায়দর বসউয়ডর ছসবর খুব ভক্ত, টিসভয়ত এখায়ন ারাসদনই সস্ ছসব গদখায়না 
ে – আরসব াবটাইয়ট বা ‘ডাসবং’ য়মত। তাছাড়া পৃসথবীর সবসভন্ন প্রায়ি ঘুয়র আমার এই ধ্ারণাই য়েয়ছ গয, 

ভারতীেয়দর পর সবয়ল কায়রা গতমন গকান রাগ গনই – এমনসক চীনায়দর নে। যসদ, এখয়না আমার পাসকস্তান 

ভ্রময়ণর ুয়যাগ েসন। বরং, আমায়দর ম্পয়কয  অয়নয়করই ‗লাি-সলষ্ট-যাজ-সবসলষ্ট‘ এই ধ্রয়নর একটা ধ্ারণা আয়ছ। তাই 
আমার ভারতীেত্ব গবাঝায়ত বসউয়ডর সচি তারকায়দর নাম কয়র আয়বা-তায়বা বকয়ত শুরু করাম। তায়তই 
গবাধ্ে কাজ । অথবা আমায়ক াঁয়দর েয়তা এক বি-উন্াদ বয় ময়ন । আমার পর াঁয়দর য়্টা চয় গগ। 
আমার আর জাসঙো গখাার দরকার  না! 
 

  
 

পায়পাটয টা গফরত সদয়ে সপয়ে একটা চাপড় গময়র এক ব্কুধ্ারী ব জামা পযান্ট পয়র সনয়ত। চটপট তাই করাম। 
তারপর রা আমার ড্রাইভায়রর ায়থ সক গযন একটা পরামলয কর। ড্রাইভার গাসড়য়ত  ুয়ক, ায়থ গয মযাপ সনয়ে 

সগয়েসছাম তার পর আঙু সদয়ে সদয়ে আমায়ক গবাঝা গয আমারা গয রাস্তা সদয়ে আয়গর সদন এয়সছাম তা বন্ধ য়ে 

গগয়ছ, অনয ঘুর-পয়থ সফরয়ত য়ব। শুধ্ু তাই নে, আমরা যায়ত য়দর ায়থ গকানরকম ছা-কা কয়র অনয গকান রাস্তাে 

চয় না যাই, তার জনয রা য়দর গাক পাোয়চ্ছ একটা যুি-জীয়প। তারা াময়ন াময়ন পথ গদসখয়ে সনয়ে যায়ব, আমরা 
শুধ্ু গই পয়থই তায়দর ফয়া কয়র গযয়ত পারব, নয়চৎ নে। আর গবলী বযায়গারবাই করয়ই, স ুম; গকউ আমায়দর 

টিসকটি খুাঁয়জ পায়ব না! ব সকছুয়তই রাসজ াম। সকন্তু তায়ত রক্ষা গনই। একজন এয় ব গয আমার কযায়মরাটা 
এখায়ন গরয়খ গযয়ত য়ব। গ সক? তা সক কয়র ম্ভব? আমার গয সমলয়রর অয়নক জােগাই গঘারা বাকী এখন! কযায়মরা 
ছাড়া চয়ব সক কয়র? আমার এয়তা ায়ধ্র মাউন্ট সনাইয়ের ূয়যযাদয়ের ছসবগুয়া গতা এরই গভতর! কাকুসত সমনসত 

করাম। গকান াভ  না। য়দর কথা  রা চাে না গয আসম এখানকার রাস্তা-ঘাট, গচকয়পাস্ট, এয়বর ছসব তুস 

বা গইব ছসব এখানকার বাইয়র যাক। আসম বাম ঠিক আয়ছ, তাই ই। কথা সদাম গয আসম এই তল্লায়টর আর 

গকান ছসব তুব না, আর আয়গর গতাা ছসবগুয়ার ময়ধ্য য়দর গযগুয়া পছ্ নে, গগুয়া মুয়ছ সদসচ্ছ। রা ব ঐ 

গয াময়ন জীয়প আমায়দর গাক গতামায়দর পথ গদসখয়ে সনয়ে যাবার জনয অয়পক্ষা করয়ছ, রা সক গতামার মামা গয 

গতামাে ছসব গমাছার মে গদয়ব? আমার গদো কথার সভসত্তয়ত যসদ বা কযায়মরাটায়ত ছাড় গদো যাে, র গভতয়রর 
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ছসব য়মত কাডয টা সকছুয়তই রা এখান গথয়ক সনয়ে গযয়ত গদয়ব না। সক করব? ঐ কাডয টায়তই রফা করাম, গমমসর 

কাডয টা বার কয়র য়দর সদয়ে সদাম - গয ূয়যযাদয়ের বণযনা গদো কার পয়ক্ষ ম্ভব নে, গই ূয়যযাদয়ের ছসবগুয়া 
য়মত, গই ূয়যযাদয়ের একটা সভসড য়মত! বুকটা গযন গফয়ট গগ। তারপর গরাই গনই। রা সজয়গয কর গয 

ায়থ আর কটা কাডয  আয়ছ? গখায়ন এখানকার রাস্তাঘাট বা গচকয়পায়স্টর ছসব গতাা আয়ছ সকনা, ইতযাসদ। গমাদ্দা কথা 
যা বুঝাম তা  এই গয, ভায়াে ভায়াে রা শুধ্ু আমার প্রাণটা সনয়েই এখান গথয়ক আমাে গফরত গযয়ত গদয়ব, অনয 
সকছু সনয়ে নে। বাসক কাডয গুয়া গদখাাম, রা বুঝ গয গুয়া ফাাঁকা।  
 

তারপর শুরু  াময়নর জীপটায়ক অনুরণ করা। প্রায়ণ ভে, সকন্তু চাসরপায়লর দলৃয গদয়খ এয়কবায়র মুগ্ধ য়ে গগাম। 
সনাই-গপসননুার গ কী অপরূপ রূপ, যা গদয়খ সকনা একটা প্রাণভয়ে ভীত মানু মুগ্ধ য়ে গযয়ত পায়র। অবাক গচায়খ 

চাসরসদক গদখসছাম। সবসভন্ন গচকয়পায়স্টর গভতর সদয়ে গযয়ত সচ্ছ। মায়ঝ একবার ময়ন  গয আয়দৌ ঠিকোক যাসচ্ছ 

গতা? নাসক এই বই আমায়ক ভাসঙ্গয়ে সকছু ডার কামাবার ড়যন্ত্র? গক জায়ন, আমায়ক েয়তা এরা গকান ‗মাদার‘ 

পাটিয  োউয়রয়ছ! আর আসম ‗মাদার‘ না গায়ই বা সক? অযায়মসরকানয়তা বয়ট! একটা দম বন্ধ করা ভে গচয়প বয়ত 

শুরু কর বুয়ক। একটা মতব এ মাথাে। আমার যসদ সকছু একটা য়ে যাে, তায় একটা সকছু অিত গরয়খ যাই 
আমার গময়েগুয়ার জনয, যায়ত য়দর জানার একটা ক্ষীণ ম্ভাবনা থায়ক গয য়দর বাবা গকাথাে গবয়ঘায়র প্রাণটা 
সদয়েয়ছ। গযই ভাবা, অমসন কাজ। কযায়মরােে একটা কাডয  ভয়র তায়ত আমার একটা ছসব তুাম, একটা গমাক্ষম 

গল্ সফ! ায়থ আমার ড্রাইভায়রর একটা ছসব। একটা সভসড গরকডয  করাম - সক অবিার ময়ধ্য পয়ড়সছ তার একটা 
গছাট বণযনা সদয়ে। তারপর গই কাডয টা কযায়মরা গথয়ক বার কয়র পাক গময়র ছুাঁ য়ড় গফয় সদাম গাসড়র বাইয়র। ভা 

গকউ যসদ এটা কুসড়য়ে পাে, এই আলাে। োৎ াময়নর জীপটা দাাঁসড়য়ে পড়, গই অনুযােী আমরা। আর ঠিক 

তখনই আমার গখো  গয আসম এই মাি য়দরয়ক গদো কথার গখাপ কয়রসছ। এই তল্লায়ট আর গকায়না ছসব তুব 

না বার পর আবার ছসব তুয়সছ। আমার আত্মারাম খাাঁচাছাড়া। ভাবাম এই গর, রা সনশ্চে দরূবীণ সদয়ে আমার 

ছসব গতাা বা সকছু একটা ছুাঁ য়ড় গফার কীসতয -কাপ গদয়খয়ছ। এবার তার জবাব চাইয়ব। আসম সক জবাবসদস করব? 

এখন সক কসর? জীপ গথয়ক দজুন ব্কুধ্ারী গনয়ম গপছয়ন আমায়দর গাসড়টার সদয়ক আয়ত াগ। আসম তখন শুধ্ু 
আমার হৃৎসপয়ণ্ডর ধ্ুকপুকুসনটাই শুনয়ত পাসচ্ছাম। রা এয় ব গয আমরা একটা জংলয়ন এয় পয়ড়সছ। রা আর 

আমায়দর পথ গদখায়ব না। আমরা ডান সদয়কর রাস্তা ধ্রয় ঘুর পয়থ ুয়েজ য়ে কােয়রা গপৌাঁয়ছ যাব। আর গকানরকম 

গবোদসব কয়র বাাঁ সদয়ক যাবার পাাঁেতারা কয়ই, স ুম; এই বাসর গহ্বয়রই ব গল! রা য়দর জীয়প গফরত গগ, 

সকন্তু োে বয় থাক আমরা গকান রাস্তা ধ্সর তা গদখার জনয। আমরা ডান সদয়কর রাস্তা ধ্য়র মায়ন মায়ন গকয়ট 

পড়াম। আমার হৃৎসপয়ণ্ডর ধ্ুকপুকুসনটা আমায়দর গাসড়র ইসঞ্জনটার গথয়ক গযন গবলী দ্রুত সছ, গযন আর গবলী 
গজায়র লব্দ করসছ। গবল সকছুক্ষণ ঐ ভায়ব যাবার পর, কােয়রার সদয়ক যাবার একটা পথসনয়দযল গচায়খ পড়। ধ্য়ড় প্রাণ 

সফয়র গপাম। তারপরই পুয়রাপুসর সবশ্বা করয়ত পারাম গয এ যািাে গবাধ্ে আর প্রায়ণর ভে গনই! খাসনকক্ষণ পয়র 

গখো  গয গায়ের জামাটা ঘায়ম সভয়জ প্ প্ করয়ছ! তারই ায়থ একটা অনুভূসত  - ঘাম সদয়ে জ্বর ছাড়ার পর 

গযমন ে, অয়নকটা গইরকম। 
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Some Impressions of Scandinavia 

Our trip in May 2014 

By Aparna B. Ganguli 

Mukul and I always look forward to breaks from our college teaching and take a trip either to 

see our children and grandsons who live on the East Coast or go to some places where we 

have not set our feet before. This is not that we do not love our work, but is a way to have 

some variety in life and to get away from our day to day routine in South Texas. Now that our 

daughter Ina, the youngest of our three children, took a job in Stockholm, Sweden, 2 years 

ago, we have another place to visit and spend time with family.  

May is a special month in our lives as we got married in this month some four decades ago. 

We try to make it even more special by visiting different places during our semester break in 

May. In May 2014 we set forth on our second trip towards Stockholm, Sweden, and we made a 

plan to visit two more Scandinavian countries - Finland and Norway - on either side of Sweden.  

On our way from South Texas to Stockholm, we visited my dear sister and her family in 

London. Being in the month of May, they made it even more memorable by treating us with 

trips to different places, including an evening dinner cruise on the river Thames.  

Then we headed towards Stockholm. The flight from London to Stockholm was only two hours. 

It was a treat for us, since being in South Texas; we are used to taking longer flights for the 

places we go. Although the main attraction in Stockholm was to see our youngest grandson 

Lev Ranjan, we managed to do a lot of sight-seeing too. Stockholm is the capital of Sweden 

and called the Queen of the Baltic. The city is composed of 14 distinct islands connected by 

bridges at the mouth of Lake Malaren. The city is surrounded by Stockholm archipelago and 

the Baltic Sea. The archipelago is known as the ―garden on the rocks‖. Some 24,000 small 

islands mainly made of rocks are in Stockholm archipelago.  

We visited Gamla Stan, or the ―Old City‖ where the original ―City between the bridges‖ was 

built. We saw the historical Royal Palace and the cathedral surrounded by the old and narrow 

medieval streets that are characteristic of many old European cities. Gamla Stan gave us a 

glimpse of the historical heart of Stockholm and we felt the glories of its past. We went to the 

island Kungsholmen to see the historical Stadshuset (City Hall) made with eight million bricks. 

With a guided tour inside the City Hall we learned the history of Sweden; saw the banquet hall 

in the splendid Blue Room, where the Nobel prizes are presented. Learned all the details how 

the colors were chosen, why the stairs were made in a special way to help the ladies to come 

down with high heels and that every year 1300 guests including the Royal Family attend the 

award ceremony. We also saw the display of the dishes that are used to serve the dinner.  

On a beautiful sunny day we took a fascinating boat trip ―Stockholm under the Bridges‖ and 

learned about Lake Malaren and its bridges. Another day we went to see the famous Vasa 
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museum, one of the most popular attractions in Stockholm. The Vasa Museum displays the 

Vasa, an impressive warship that sank on its first voyage in 1628. After sailing less than a mile, 

the ship sunk. It was recovered completely intact in the early 1960s after 300 years under the 

water. The ship with its every detail is on display at the museum. It is an experience to go 

through this museum.  

From Stockholm we took an overnight cruise with Ina, Bogdan and Lev and went to Helsinki, 

the capital and the largest city of Finland. The city is located on the shore of the Gulf of Finland 

which is an extension of the Baltic Sea. Finland has gone through a lot in its history. It was 

under Sweden in its early history and then under the Russian Empire and fought many wars to 

gain its independence.  

During our visit, the city of Helsinki was full of life as the spring had just arrived in this cold 

region. New green grass, new green leaves and millions of blooming tulips were everywhere. 

Great food, fresh fish, and fresh vegetables are sold in its bustling open-air markets. Helsinki 

has a special place in Mukul‘s memory. India participated with 64 athletes in the 1952 Summer 

Olympic which was held in Helsinki. The most number of world records were broken at that 

Olympic. Even India won two medals, one gold and one bronze. It was a big hype in India after 

independence. As a teen ager he remembered Helsinki with awe as a faraway land. We saw 

the special Olympic Village and the stadium that was created at that time.  

From Helsinki, we came back to Stockholm and had two restful days in Ina and Bogdan‘s 

place. Early on the morning of May 26, Mukul and I boarded a flight and headed towards 

Bergen in Norway. The city is called ―The Gateway to the Fjords (pronounced as Fiords) of 

Norway‖. Fjords are narrow and long strips of sea in between steep rock cliffs. We took a tram 

to go to the top of ―Mount Floyen.‖ It was a new experience to see that people were going to 

their residences in the mountains by riding the tram, which I thought mainly for going up for 

sight-seeing, but actually, it was used for transportation. The mountain top gave us a 

magnificent panoramic view of the city surrounded by the Fjords, seven mountains and the 

Norwegian Sea. The two of us sat there for a long time and watched the sunset beyond the 

mountains and the sea. Strangely enough, we also did some bargain shopping in the gift shop 

there, which was surprising considering the usual very high prices in the Scandinavian 

countries. The sea is a focal point of these cities and consequently, fresh fish markets are very 

common. Bergen is no different; it gave us a view of the variety of fresh fish in open-air market, 

and we enjoyed tasty fresh fish meals.  

From Bergen we started on the trip “Norway in a Nutshell”. It was a unique journey and quite 

an experience for us. The map above shows the route of our trip. We took an early morning 

train ride from Bergen to Voss, and then from Voss took a bus through the spectacular 

Stalheimskleiva road, which twists and turns down 13 steep bends in the mountain. The bus 
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ride gave us breathtaking views of the famous waterfalls such as Stalheimsfossen and 

Siviefossen. It was quite a ride! I must say the bus driver knew how to drive, we felt relieved 

that we were safe at the end of the ride when we reached Gudvangen. We started the Fjord 

Cruise from Gudvangen dock, where we took a V-shaped path through the Norway fjord and 

sailed through Norway‘s deepest, narrowest and longest Sogenefjord, which according to the 

guide is perhaps the most dramatic fjord in Europe. The experience is hard to describe. At the 

end of this cruise, we came to a mountain station called Flam. We took the famous Flam 

Railway to go to another mountain station, Myrdal. We enjoyed this train ride between two 

mountain stations with magnificent panoramic view of mountains and the waterfalls here and 

there. Lastly, we took another train from Myrdal to Oslo. We did all this in one day, starting at 8 

am in the Bergen railway station and ending in Oslo at 11 pm with almost 15 hours on the 

road. I am not sure whether we will take another journey like this in our life.  

Oslo is the capital of Norway and one of the oldest capitals in Europe. The next day we walked 

all over the city, and went to every possible place to see including two museums such as 

National Art and Peace museum, the must see famous park Vigelandsparken filled with 212 

bronze and granite sculptures, the Royal Palace, the Akershus Fortress with its famous 

cannons in the city center, the city Hall and of course the picturesque harbor where we had our 

evening dinner to celebrate our wedding anniversary at the end of this memorable journey.  

The next morning we got up early, had breakfast in the hotel and went to the railway station to 

catch a train to go back to Stockholm. We had two more days to relax and spend time with 

Lev, Ina and Bogdan before heading back to our home in Texas and get back to work. Many 

beautiful images and memories of our Scandinavia trip will remain with us to reminisce and 

cherish the experience. 
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A trip to Kinnaur Valley – A piece of heaven on the Earth 

Mousumi Chowdhury 

Kinnaur valley made up with Sarahan, Sangla, Kalpa & Chitkul. 

Kinnaur valley is one of the 12 district in the Himachal Pradesh in India, which is known for its 

apples & orchards with beautiful small hamlets, beautiful meadows. I did not forget the ever 

adventurous trip by road. The major attraction of the valley is the breathtaking view of Kinnaur 

Kailash, a mountain sacred to Hindus, close to the Tibetan border.  

Last year on Durga Puja Mahasaptami, my family & I went to Shimla by Kalka mail through 

Kalka, rode the Shivalik express (most popular toy train in India)to go to Shimla for the second 

time. We stayed at the Shimla Kali Bari. It is a famous place of Shimla, near the mall and has 

an amazing view. The mall is the main attraction of Shimla. Next day from there hired a range 

rover and first went to Sarahan. In between we visited Kufri & Narkanda. Rampur is another 

beautiful place between Shimla & Sarahan. Padam palace is the main attraction of Rampur. 

This palace has Belgium glasswork which is one of the great aspects of the palace. Royal 

functions are held in the Hall of the palace. One requires permission to visit in the palace. We 

reached Sarahan at 5pm. There we stayed at Sarahan Mandir complex. Also, there are many 

private hotels. But we preferred to stay at Sarahan Mandir. There is a palace beside the Mandir, 

where the King of Kinnaur lives. At 6pm, the Sandharati held in the main mandir, that we really 

enjoyed. Next morning,we saw the sunrise, gave pujas and started towards Sangla valley at 

around 10.30 am. Reached Sangla by 3 pm. Sangla is untouched & unspoilt by civilization 

today. Here Baspa river coming from the east joins Satluj. In Sangla valley, the Banjara camps 

are just too amazing to resist. This valley has lush field. Sangla is famous for the local hand 

woven shawls & Kinnauri caps. We stayed in a Bengali hotel near the river Baspa. 
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Next day by 7.30 am started towards Kalpa via Recong Peo, named the upper & the lower Peo 

have a 100 years old Buddhist monastery & a famous huge market. We reached Kalpa to stay 

for two nights at the Himachal govt. hotel. The Shivling peaks rise up in front of the hotel, that‘s 

called Kinnaur Kailash snow capped ranges. Kalpa is among apple orchards, pine, nuts forest 

& the deodhars. Apple exporting is the main business of the Kinnaur.  

Next day we reached at Chitkul by the rover. This small village is waiting for you with all its 

mesmerizing scenic beauty and calmness of heaven. There we enjoyed the snowfall and long & 

steep way. After having lunch we went back to Kalpa for night staying. On the last day we 

reached to Kalka & picked the train for Kolkata. We came back with great & memorable 

feelings.  

May, June, September & October is the best time to visit that place. It is important to note that 

monsoon is not the right time to be in Kinnaur valley (July-August) due to common landslides & 

worse roads.  

 

The Kinnaur Kailash snow capped ranges & Sangla valley 
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Recipe 

Mousumi Chowdhury 

Bengalis are known for good food and endless adda. The festive season is the time to relish 

our appetite for tasty delicacies whether it is Indian, continental, mughlai or Chienese.  

Here is one Pakistani dish used in iftaar parties – Dawat – e – Raan  

 

Ingredients:  

 A whole back leg portion of a goat 

 Raw papaya paste  

 500 gms Curd 

 Almond & cashew paste 

 Fried chopped onion paste (Beresta)  

 Salt & sugar to taste 

 Chiranjee paste 

 Ginger & garlic paste 

 Dried red chili powder 

 Kashmiri red chili powder 

 Turmeric & yellow food color 

 Whole shaazeera 

 Cumin & coriander powder 

 Kewra essence 

 Javitri & nutmeg powder 

 Ghee 

 Small cardamom powder 

 Cardamom, clove & cinnamon powder 

 Fresh cream 

Preparation:  

 Wash the mutton & make some pockets in the flesh with knife. 

 Now marinate the whole mutton with raw papaya paste for at least 7 to 9 hours in 

refrigerator.  

 In another big bowl, take all the ingredients and mix thoroughly. 

 Keep the marinated mutton with all ingredients on a big non stick pan at the high flame for 

5 mins.  

 Add clarified ghee on it and cover the pan with a lid and allow it to cook in a low flame.  

 Add kewra essence, small cardamom powder & fresh cream, when the mutton is properly 

cooked. 

 Dawat – e – Raan is ready to serve.  
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Pooja Grocers 

Indo-Pak Groceries 

Fresh vegetables – DVD & CD 

 

 

 

855 45
th
 Ave. NE 

Hilltop, MN 55421 

Tel: 763 571 1899 Fax: 763 571 7752 

Email: poojagrocers@gmail.com 

Brijesh Patel 

  

Our Diwali Sale 

From 3
rd

 October to 26
th

 October, 2014 
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BAM Durga Puja Committee would like to thank all who helped us with donation 

as well as fundraising for the Sannikat magazine: 

 

Donors Fund Raising for Sannikat 
 

Amit Mishra 

Aniruddha Roy 

Ashoke Mandal 

India Association of Minnesota 

Mukul & Aparna Ganguli 

Nandan & Madhita Dasgupta 

Pranab & Kajal Chatterjee 

Ranjana Chakravarty 

Reema and Ashis Bhattacharya 

Smarajit & Sumta Mitra 

Tarit Banerjee 

 

Amit Mishra 

Arnab Biswas 

Ashoke Mondal 

Saumyadip Bagchi 

Sudhir Nath 
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